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Sometimes the best ideas simply arrive, so to speak, all on their
own. Last year, we happened to be troubled by deer in the
orchard reaching up for apples, whereupon they destroyed
whole branches. I even caught one at it, standing on his hind
legs like a kangaroo. 

I did not wish to buy expensive fencing, electric or
otherwise, peeing around the area did not work. I thought of a
tape recording of barking dogs but that implied a commitment
to technology. 

Then I began to think about the world of a Gulf Island deer;
browsing through the bush at anything resembling a leaf, alert
to uncommon movement, sound, and smell. A percussive bird
scarer might work but one of those going off at regular intervals
is another form of torture. Some herbs work: lavender, mint,
lemon verbena, etcetera but I didn’t have enough. 

What did we have around the house that smelled off-ish and
was cheap and safe? Mothballs, a $3 box of naphthalene. Ten
minutes later I had rounded up a couple of dozen 2 inch plant-
pots, and some string, and before too long the lower branches
of each tree were decorated with strange aromatic fruit. It
worked, no more lost apples or nibbled twigs. 

Twice I witnessed a large buck approaching a juicy branch
only to turn away at the last moment. The exercise also
changed my evening walking habit because now the small
orchard possessed a characteristic bouquet all its own. The fruit
did not. 

Then again, a few weeks ago another forest dweller made
her appearance in the shed where I keep the chicken feed. 

Rodentia verycutus invented her own trap next to the hen
scratch. We like to give our little flock a cup of scratch each
morning in addition to their regular fare of pellets and weeds,
and by happenstance I spilled a little of the seed into an empty
20 litre bucket standing close by (one of those extra tall
buckets—the sort you buy full of paint when you really believe
you will redecorate the entire house.) 

Our friend was evidently investigating the closed sack one
night when she scrambled up to the rim of the bucket

whereupon she could smell the fresh grain. And there she was
in the morning peering up at me with large eyes as if to say
‘would you kindly open the door.’ Mice, it seems can run and
climb to impressive heights but are capable of a standing high-
jump of only about 12 inches, and this bucket was 18 inches to
the rim. 

So, while Rodentia verycutus practiced callisthenics around
the base of the bucket, I grabbed the handle and headed for the
farthest end of the property. That location is coincident with a
fence beyond which there is a large field full of grasses,
brambles, roses, and a few specimen trees. All I had to do was
to incline the bucket gently toward the fence and our friend
took the hint and advantage of the declining bucket to make a
flying leap into the neighbour’s tall grass. 

Everyday thereafter I caught another whiskered relative and
encouraged him/her/it to relocate elsewhere. Once, I caught
four of them holding a convention but generally they ventured
solo. To-date I have removed 19 of the little blighters and none
recently, which suggests I am not catching the same one day
after day unless he/she/it is incomparably stupid. �
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